Letter grade distributions for the final Course Grade
The graph below depicts the grade distribution based on the 100 total points that you could accrue towards your cumulative course points. The final grades have been posted on AriesWeb. It should be available on RAMWeb whenever there is an automated sync. This should be available for all students to access on Tuesday May 18th,

In the meanwhile you can use ~cs451/bin/grade TOTAL to get your grades and the score that you were assigned for the final exam.
Letter grade distributions for mid term
The graph below depicts the grade distribution based on the 46 total points that you could accrue towards your cumulative course points. These 46 points include the weighted scores from assignments 1 through 5; 1 quiz; 1 term paper deliverable, and the midterm.

To find your cumulative course points up until now do the following:
~cs451/bin/grade TOTAL

Note that the cumulative points have been scaled to account for their weight in the course
-E.g. If you got 35/50 for midterm that would be 7 points towards course grade since the midterm has a maximum weight of 10 points in the overall course grade.

Letter Grade
A if cumulative points >= 38
B if cumulative points >= 32 AND < 38
C if cumulative points >=23 AND < 32
F < 23
Grade distribution for the first assignment

Grade distribution for the second assignment
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Grade Distribution for the 1st Quiz